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COVID Inequities on a National and Local Level

An Overview of Today’s Discussion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MNS:  This might be able to work….  I guess the discussion goal is something like Provide Context on Local and National Inequities and paths forward.   (Just in term of “screening”, the screening I think he is referencing is my idea to have a “resource need screener” questionnaire deployed to see who needs basic needs support.  So the stethoscope is definitely the wrong icon for that…for be more like a clipboard or something).  And I think “testing and tracing” is its own thing.  Separate from needing high quality/accurate data.  Just ways to update those icons.  1) COVID disparities on a national and local level2) Multifactoral contributions to COVID disparities3) Areas of interest?4) Emerging best practicesA. Identifying economic vulnerability: add a note about how this is meant to identify vulnerability at a “granular level”B. Oakland Vulnerability index: see if you have enough here to actually put together an entire slideC. CT Resource Need Screener: This is the slide the MNS provided. Include “this targets more sharply than at the neighborhood/community level”D. Pandemic communications unitE. Testing and Data CollectionF. Task forces
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Alarming COVID-19 Racial/Ethnic Disparities Reported Across the Nation



Connecticut Data:
The impact to our citizens has not been uniform
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Note: Data as of April 21, 2020
Source: CT Department of Public Health April 21, 2020 COVID-19 Update

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mns: Can you check the state DPH data to see if anything updated since April 21?MNS:  He didn’t check the DPH site so don’t worry about that now….



COVID-19 Racial/Ethnic Disparities in Connecticut and New Haven

Connecticut COVID-19 
hospitalizations: 
18% African Americans

24% Hispanics 

Percent of total CT
population: 
12% African Americans

16.5% Hispanics

New Haven COVID-19 
hospitalizations: 
43% African Americans

28% Hispanics 

Percent of total NH
population: 
32% African Americans

30% Hispanics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mns:  Same here…in case there are updated numbers



COVID-19 Racial/Ethnic Disparities Reported in New Haven



Personal Tragedy

Accessed 04/23/2020. https://www.wshu.org/post/sons-death-highlights-testing-barriers-black-residents#stream/0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mns: title should be Personal TragedyMNS:  Not sure why he didn’t change the title…. (can you just do a title check and feel free to update/edit….same rule as always.  If people can just read the titles, they’ll be able to keep up)
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Multifactorial Contributions to COVID-19 Disparities: 
intergenerational & structural dis-investment in communities 

limited 
access to 

high 
quality 

healthcare

greater burden 
of co-existing 

conditions that 
increase risk of 

severity

more likely to 
live in densely 

populated 
neighborhoods 

& homes

misinformation 
& distrust in 
institutional 
messaging

impossible to 
work from 

home in low-
wage essential 

jobs

inability to 
socially distance



High level of social risk disparities in New Haven before COVID-19 
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Greater New Haven Issues Spotlight: public health & healthcare 

• basic needs
• support safe/effective self-isolation of Covid-19 & self-quarantine patients 
• access to timely testing  (active infection & antibodies)
• contact tracing
• protect low-wage essential workers
• data: timeliness, coordination, accuracy, quality

PUBLIC 
HEALTH

• clinical care transformation—televisit migration challenges
• challenges connecting patients with community resources
• crisis standards of care (“rationing” & limited visitation policies)
• lost revenue
• workforce redeployment
• proportion of residents without medical home 
• access to experimental therapies

HEALTHCARE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mns:  Wondering if we should use animation here at all.  This has quite a bit of content in terms of my lingering here to explain each of these. 
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Vulnerability Indices: 
Need for targeting limited resources to most at risk communities

• Developed by Oakland 
COVID-19 Racial Disparities 
Task Force

• Will inform decisions on 
how to target communities 
most at risk for adverse 
COVID outcomes

Oakland, California

COVID-19 
Vulnerability Index • Oakland, Alameda County: 

~ 2000 COVID cases

• Oakland population: 
African Americans: 22.7% 
Latinx: 26.5%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MNS: SO title can say what need is addressed by this– targeting limited resources to most at risk communities maybe.  And maybe the slide that follows this can be an opportunity to identify Data Haven as a rich repository or data and to lift up a local resource.  So can just be a screen shot of maybe the current Data Haven home page COVID-19 Vulnerability IndexThese identified communities will then be targeted for prevention and treatment investmentsThe task force will collect/review demographic data on communities identified by this index to inform targeted equity strategiesCommunities identified as having the highest risk will then be targeted for prevention and treatment investmentsNote: NHV has higher percentages of POC residents (31.5% AA; 30.4% Latinx) than Oakland, which may make a case for this index. If Oakland has the grounds to develop such a measure then NHV can certainly say the same



DataHaven: 
Rich repository of local data for targeting resources to need

https://www.ctdatahaven.org/
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State Re-opening Plans:
Missing focus on most at-risk populations

9 categories of people with 
heightened risk

Frontline essential workers, caregivers, 
& undocumented immigrants

Incarcerated or employed in prisons

65 years and older

Medically vulnerable (co-existing 
high-risk conditions)

Living in nursing homes, group 
settings, & need in-home support 

Low income & unable to 
effectively self-isolate at home

Homelessness or housing insecurity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MNS:show how state reopening plans to date have been largely silent on the needs of low income and other high risk communities.   (So hopefully easy to just create a slide with some screen shots about other state’s reopening plans and title it as missing focus on most at-risk populations. ) And did I include you on e-mails with my committee slides attached?  We have a slide that identifies at-risk groups that might be important to maybe be on the right side of the slide that has the screenshots of other state plans on the left



Innovative CT Reopening Plan:
Connecticut Non-Profit and Philanthropic Assets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the part of the deck when we show your great graphic on moving through ContaCT, if we can have a slide after that has as the title "Non-profit and philanthropic assets" and can have a montage of some important screen shots including at a minimum, the CFGNH logo, United Way New Haven logo, the 4-CT logo if there's one (this is a statewide philanthropic effort), can include Community Action Agency for New Haven, DESK, New Reach,  FISH, (and maybe you can pull from the Dean's workshop slide for logos of the groups already funded by the covid fund)
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Pandemic Communications Unit:
Need for publicly-available high quality data

Singapore

COVID-19 Viral 
Outbreak Dashboard

• Publicly-available data in 
simple & effective 
visualizations 

• Allowed for quick & 
effective disseminate 
information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MNS:  just the titles again. Not sure the audience knows what we want to say this is solving for.  Maybe need for publicly-available high quality data.  And then could Data DashboardsExperts at the Brookings Institute suggested establishing a Pandemic Communications UnitThis organization would build networks b/w local, state, and federal health authorities to develop and coordinate public communications strategiesAround the world, countries like South Korea, Singapore, and Canada have recognized and leveraged the utility of effective communicationItaly has employed a similar platform, publishing daily statistics at GithubGovernments have historically been inept at employing effective diagrams. This is currently the case for the local NHV governmentHowever, visualizations have been shown to be incredibly effectiveEx. The most popular article ever on Washington Post wasn’t a report, but a visualization about how epidemics spreadNote: One of the most important things that Brookings, the Oakland Disparities Task Force, the NYC Task Force, and other experts have mentioned is the importance of developing media efforts that target high-risk populations AND disseminating information through trusted sources such as community centers and churches. I couldn’t find a specific example of this, in part because I think that these efforts are still in their preliminary stages. However you could certainly mention this aspect of the communications/media effort during this part of the presentation



Canada

COVID Outbreak 
Safety Visuals 

• Public Health Agency of 
Canada distributed this 
graphic in a leaflet to every 
home in the nation

• It follows the rules of a good 
visual – simple, colorful, and 
easily memorable

Pandemic Communications Unit:
Need for easily accessible educational materials regardless of literacy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MNS:  Might be helpful if these titles helped signal what need they address– here the need is for educational materials that are easily accessible regardless of literacy etc. Hygiene and safety visual, distributed by the Public Health Agency of Canada
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Need for High Quality Race/Ethnicity Data Collection

The Commonwealth 
Fund

• Data shows widening 
disparity between countries 
with higher & lower shares 
of black people

• States across the country 
are beginning to use race & 
ethnicity data to identify 
disparities to inform their 
COVID responses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disaggregating COVID data by race and ethnicity informs healthcare professionals and policy-makers as they develop efforts to best address the needs of the most at-risk populationsDespite the importance of data collection, many states around the US are still behind the curve, as demonstrated in the following slide.



Need for Data:
Missing race/ethnicity data underestimates COVID-19 mortality disparities

Credit: courtesy of C.P. Gross, et al., M. Nunez-
Smith, Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Population 
Level Covid-19 Mortality



COVID Testing: 
Need for Community Organized Testing & Relief

Los Angeles, California

Community Organized Relief 
Effort(CORE)

• Network of doctors, emergency workers, 
& government officials collaborating to 
provide testing

• Currently operates in 6 sites:
• tests 3,000 - 3,500 people per day (LA); 

62,000+ total tests to date

• Began in LA; has since expanded to Napa 
Valley, Malibu, and Atlanta

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MNS: Good– and for what’s happening here.  I will send an email thread to help shape a new slide showing a collaboration between Fair Haven Community Health Care and Mary Wade nursing home.  It would be good to add our nursing home stats on that slide too.  (Statewide– we are at 60% of Covid-19 deaths are among nursing home employees)COREThis organization provides free drive-through testing to individuals demonstrating symptoms of coronavirusLA testing site works with the LA Mayor’s Office and the LA Fire DepartmentMost testing sites in LA and throughout the rest of the nation have gotten off the ground with the help of either the Mayor or donors, and enlist both government personnel (police, fire department, etc.) and health workers to run the siteCORE provides a Community Organization/Local Government manual on how to set up testing in one’s own local communities



 Fair Haven Community Health Center and 
Cornell Scott-Hill Health Center with walk-
up testing

 Nursing home residents account for 60% of 
COVID-related deaths state-wide; nursing 
home employees also affected

 Fair Haven Community Health Center 
partners with Mary Wade Nursing Home to 
test all residents and employees

COVID Testing: 
Getting tests where needed in Greater New Haven
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Cities across U.S. Create COVID-19 Equity Task Forces

Chicago, Illinois

Racial Equity Rapid 
Response Team (RERRT)

Michigan Coronavirus 
Task Force on Racial 
Disparities

Detroit, Michigan

Need: Chicago population: 30% African 
Americans; 47% African American COVID 

cases & 60% COVID deaths

Goal: Develop hyperlocal, data-informed 
strategies to slow the spread of COVID  & 

improve outcomes among vulnerable 
populations

Need: Michigan population: 14% African 
Americans; 40% African American COVID 

deaths

Goal: Provide recommendations on 
addressing COVID outcome disparities; work 

to increase transparency in reporting 
racial/ethnic data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chicago – RERRTFirst announced April 6thHas organized three tele-town halls, distribution of PPE, neighborhood canvassingFour pillars include education, prevention, testing & treatment, and supportive servicesI looking to spearhead long-term commitment to building capacity of communities and residents to stay healthy post-pandemicComprised of Operations Team; Education/Communication Working Group; Providers Working Group; Community Leadership NetworksDetroit – Michigan Coronavirus Task Force on Racial DisparitiesFirst announced April 9th Consists of state government leaders and healthcare professionals from areas most impacted by COVIDMembers will regularly gather feedback from w/in impacted communitiesThe group is also working to increase transparency in reporting racial and ethnic data and addressing structural racism that prevents black and brown residents from receiving proper care



Cities across U.S. Create COVID-19 Equity Task Forces

COVID Disparities 
Strike Force

Cleveland, Ohio

NEED: Based on available data, African 
Americans comprise 13% of the population + 

account for 22% of COVID cases

Goal: Strike Force: increasing testing in black 
communities & developing “pointed and 

specific” messaging to keep them informed

Alexandria, Louisiana

Louisiana COVID-19 
Health Equity Taskforce

Need: Louisiana population: 33% African 
American; 60% African American COVID 

deaths

Goal: Use $500,000 in funding to assess 
state’s COVID response, provide health 

awareness educational media campaigns, 
develop health-promoting interventions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MNS:  Maybe we can add a slide after this that lifts up Health Equity Solutions?  Maybe a screen shot from their landing page?  They’re calling for a state equity task force. I can send you the letter they sent to the governor to excerpt if makes sense Louisiana – Louisiana COVID-19 Health Equity TaskforceFirst announced April 10thInitiated and awarded $500,000 in funding by governor John Bel EdwardsAssesses status of states response as it effects vulnerable populationsConducts evidence-based analysis of SDoH and intervention that positively impact health equityOrganizes health awareness educational media campaignsExamines populations dynamics (political, economic, social, technological, legal) indicative of health equity/disparitiesCleveland – COVID Disparities Strike ForceFirst announced April 20th Working to increase testing in black communities”Pointed and specific” messaging for communities of colorTask force includes local business owners, politicians, pastors, lawyers, and health care professionalsNote: unable to find very much information as the group is only in it’s beginning stages



CT COVID-19 Equity Task Force:
Health Equity Solutions calls for equity task force for CT reopening

http://hesct.org/

Task Force 
Recommendations
• Include representation from diverse 

communities

• Support meaningful influence

• Link to other advisory bodies

• Advise on data collection & 
transparency to monitor & evaluate 
disparities

• Reduce barriers to COVID-19 testing 
& health care

• Promote equity by modifying 
existing supports & adopting long-
term recovery efforts



Greater New Haven Issues Spotlight: public health & healthcare 

• basic needs
• support safe/effective self-isolation of Covid & self-quarantine patients 
• access to timely testing  (active infection & antibodies)
• contact tracing
• protect low-wage essential workers
• data: timeliness, coordination, accuracy, quality

PUBLIC 
HEALTH

• clinical care transformation—televisit migration challenges
• challenges connecting patients with community resources
• crisis standards of care (“rationing” & limited visitation policies)
• lost revenue
• workforce redeployment
• proportion of residents without medical home 
• access to experimental therapies

HEALTHCARE



In Conclusion

•
•

Covid-19 has revealed long-standing & pervasive 
racial/ethnic & socioeconomic disparities

There are many urgent challenges that need to be addressed

There are also opportunities to adopt & innovate best practices 

These next generation of best practices will ensure we do not “rebuild 
another broken system”

••

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MNS: Can you take a stab at a summary slide?  And might drop the slide that has the “public health” and “healthcare” points back in before the summary slide? Something with a few points– likely Covid-19 revealing long-standing and pervasive racial/ethnic and socioeconomic disparities,  that there are many urgent challenges that need to be addressed, and there are opportunities to adopt and innovate best practices so we don’t “rebuild another broken system” (Anne Baker-Pepe is a colleague who said that in a meeting yesterday and I want to credit her)



Back to the future…
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